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Features

Details could go here if necessary.
Why?

• Make easier to discover and distribute contributions
• Make easier to upgrade wiki pages
• Seriously who does not have plugin/extension manager these days?
Features

- JAR, XAR extensions
- Dynamic install/uninstall
- Dependencies management
- Multi wiki support
- **maven**, **X-Wiki** repositories
- Very generic and usable outside of XWiki
Extension points

- Extension handlers
  - egg (Python) packages
  - ruby packages
  - ...
- Repository handler
  - pypi repository
  - RubyGems
  - Artifactory, Nexus
  - ...
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Questions?
Thank you!
Contact

Thomas Mortagne

- Email: thomas.mortagne@xwiki.com
- Website: www.xwiki.com
- Twitter: @tmortagne